
• Reps from 35 cities and towns around Massport’s 3 airports
• Boston has 6 reps making a 40-member committee 
• Cindy L. Christiansen is Milton’s MCAC rep

• Enabling Statute:  Section 55 of Chapter 46 of the Acts of 2013 (amending 
Section 36 of Chapter 65 of the acts of 1956)

• By statute, we are a state agency, independent of Massport
• The MCAC shall have all powers necessary or convenient to carry out and 

effectuate its purposes
• PURPOSES (3 of the 5)

i. Appoint a member to Massport Board of Directors
ii. Make recommendations on Massport annual expenditure budgets
iii. Hold hearings on matters related to the Massport Authority

MCAC = Massport Community Advisory Committee = 
Independent Advisory Board to Massport
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Presentation Notes
I am Cindy Christiansen, town meeting member p7 and your Massport and Logan CAC representative.I want to start by providing you with information on the Massport CAC.There are representatives from 35 cities and towns around Masspory’s 3 airports; Boston has 6 reps making a 40-member committeeListed here is the 2013 enabling statue for the MCAC.  By statute we are a state agency that is independent of Massport.  We have all powers necessary or convenient to carry out and effectuate the MCAC 5 purposes.  Our legislatures have created a unique, powerful community-based agency with enough power and purpose to create change and in the next slide I’ll show you some initial evidence of that. The purposes of the MCAC areAppointing a member to the MP board of directors.  We appointed John Nucci from East BostonMaking recommendations on MP annual expenditure budgetsHolding hearings



VOTED MOTIONS
1)Massport require all a320’s be equipped with the vortex 

generator or the equivalent
2)Massport develop and use a noise based landing fee
3)Massport develop a Fly Quiet Program
4)Massport investigate enforcement of BLANS Phase 1 decisions 

about flight paths - mostly departures that cross the south 
shore.

4 recently VOTED 
MCAC Motions

MCAC PURPOSES , continued
iv. Review and comment to Massport & Governor on 

Massport annual report
v. Make recommendations to the governor and the 

general court respecting the authority and its 
programs
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Our 4th purpose is to review and comment on the MP annual report and our 5th purpose, is to make recommendations to the governor and the general court – which we recently did with 4 approved motionsThese are important because they are the first actions by this new state agency that will have a positive effect on the regional noise burden.The first motion is to require all a320’s be equipped with the vortex generator – it is an air diffuser and will eliminate the whistle sound these jets make on landing.  This will be a substantial improvement for residents of Milton.The 2nd motion is for MP to develop and use a noise based landing fee.  This is used in other countries, and all arguments point to it being effective here.  It works as an incentive for the airlines to fly their quietest jets in and out of Logan.  The great thing about these first 2 motions is that they can be done almost immediately, but of course, they won’t but I believe MCAC members will not let these fall between the cracks – I know that I won’t.For the sake of time, I will not discuss the other 2 motions but they are good ones too. These motions are being generated by the Aviation subcommittee; I am a voting member on that committee . We have several more good things in the pipe line and I think there is reason to hope.  It is a group of reasonable and thoughtful reps from many communities with values of social justice and fairness that are similar to my own.  So I’m staying positive and hopeful.The 3rd motion is to require MP develop a fly quiet program.  A fly quiet program is used in many airports across the country.  It is an online report card of airlines using metrics that describe what they are doing or not doing to minimize aviation effects on people on the ground.I’m going to skip the 4th motion for the sake of time, but it is a good one, too. – Always happy to fill in the gaps if anyone wants more detail.



Flightpaths over Milton
• Runway 4R arrivals

• almost 52,000 jets in 2016
• Often constant for 19 hours/day
• Arrivals to 4R up 14% compared to 

2015 even with only a 5% overall 
increase in arrivals

• Runway 27 Southbound departures
• Best known for their 5am wakeups, 

mostly in winter and early spring
• Runway 33L Southbound departures

• Fewer, higher than R27 departures; 
problem with quick turns

• Runway 4L arrivals
• FAA conducting an Environmental 

Assessment on both 4L Visual RNAV 
and 4L GPS
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Presentation Notes
This map shows the flight paths over Milton.  The black line is for arrivals to runway 4R.  Almost 52,000 jets flew that line in 2016 leaving residents with noise and pollution, often 19 hours/day for several days in a row.A very important statistic, and one that Milton should view as ‘handwriting on the wall’ is that arrivals to 4R were up 14% in 2016 compared to 2015; overall at Logan, there was only a 5% increaseThe red and yellow lines show departure paths over Milton.  These are famous for their 5am wake ups especially during the winter and early springThe remaining 2 paths are arrivals to 4L.  One is a visual approach shown by the blue line that follows the border between Milton and Hyde Park.  The one runs parallel to the black line and is a gps approach.  Please pay attention to The parallel lines, 4R and 4L arrivals, and the blue line, the visual approach because these will come up again 2 slides from now.



Milton

Hotel

Too short for jets

Wind 
restriction

Arrival 
restrictions

Arrivals: shortened 
runway Too short

6 Runways, but... 
Length, demand, 

fleet, scheduling =
the perfect storm 

over Milton & 
other 

communities
Departure 
restrictions
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There are 6 runways and  so 12 runway ends at Logan .  With 12 possible places to land, a reasonable question is why does 4r get 1/3 of arrivals?  It is the perfect storm of runway infrastructure at Logan, demand, fleet mix, and scheduling and this negatively affects Milton and other communities.I’ll give some examples.Runway 15L 33R is Too short for jets, it is only 2500 feet longRunways 14 and 15R have too many obstructions.  They even allowed a hotel be built at the end of runway 14 forcing this runway to be unidirectional.  15R arrivals are limited, in part, because of building obstructions which disallows landings close to the runway end, essentially shortening this 10,000 ft runway.This runway, 22R arrivals are restricted for noise reasons and because of its close proximity to homes in Winthrop.These restrictions leave only a few runway ends for arrivals during high demand or for some jets, like this British airway a380 – a jet that can hold between 500 and 800 passengers based on what inside design is used.  This jet is now arriving 3 times a week at Logan, around 130pm on Sun, Mon and Thurs.  It can land on 22L, 33L and 4R.  MP told me it also can land on 4L but that has not been confirmed by pilots I’ve talked with.  If you haven’t seen it fly over Milton, it is really a sight to behold.  Fascinating.4r and 33L about 10k4L short of 8k27/9 7k32 5k33R 2.5k



Runway 4R 
closure May 
15 to end of 

June

Repairs and maintenance to 4R/22L causes runway closure 
from May 15 - end of June and nightly through the summer

What to expect?  My guess:
• Increased arrivals to Runway 4L in a GPS path that runs 

parallel to the path to Runway 4r (about 1500-2000 feet 
to the west) 

• Increase arrivals to Runway 4L using visual approach that 
typically occur over the Hyde Park border of Milton

• A reduction in arrivals using the path to Runway 4R; Side-
step to Runway 4L around U Mass Boston

• A small reduction of arrivals over those sandwiched 
between Runways 4R and 4L
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Runway 4r will be closed between May 15 and the end of June and then nightly thru the summer for repairs and maintenance.This will change the air traffic over Milton and elsewhere.  This is my prediction:More traffic will be shifted over ½ a mile to the west from the runway 4R flight path to a temporary 4L concentrated pathIncrease in arrivals along the Hyde Park /Milton borderA reduction in arrivals to 4R, perhaps by half.  Even though the runway is closed the 4R flightpath remains open over Milton. They will use a ‘side step’ approach to 4L so the pilots follow the same path over Milton but at about 2 miles out from the runway end they side step to 4L.For residents are sandwiched between Runways 4R and 4L arrivals, I think they will see more of a balance in the number to their right and left, but a small overall reduction just because it will be harder to use these runways for periods of high demand.



Milton’s ANAC = Airplane Noise Advisory Committee 
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Airplane Noise Advisory Committee 
• ANAC members are appointed by the Board of Selectmen 
• ANAC serves as an advisory committee to the Board of Selectmen
• Andy Schmidt, Chair

MEMBERS:
Michael Andresino
Sebastian Barbagallo
Matthew Crowley
David Godine
Jennifer Goonan
Muna Killingback
Barbara Martin, Secretary
Andrew Schmidt, Chair
Christopher Zeien
MCAC rep is Ex-Officio

Committee performs a wide range 
of activities, for example, working 
with MCAC rep, educating the 
community, and tracking airplane 
noise complaints

•ANAC Meeting Minutes
•March 7, 2017
•ANAC Meeting Minutes
•February 8, 2017
•ANAC Meeting Minutes
•January 19, 2017
•ANAC Meeting Minutes
•December 13, 2016
•ANAC Meeting Minutes
•November 16, 2016
•View all

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have 3 slides to share about Milton’s Airplane Noise Advisory Committee which is lead by chair Andy Schmidt who cannot be here to present tonight because he is traveling for work.The airplane Noise advisory committee members are appointed by the bos and serve as an advisory committee to the board.They meet about once a month and have extremely good detailed notes that I encourage you to look at if you want to learn more about their work than I have time to report tonight.The committee performs a wide range of activities including working with me, educating the community and tracking airplane noise complaints.  In the next 2 slides I will show you more about that.

http://www.townofmilton.org/airplane-noise-advisory-committee
http://www.townofmilton.org/airplane-noise-advisory-committee/minutes/anac-meeting-minutes-9
http://www.townofmilton.org/airplane-noise-advisory-committee/minutes/anac-meeting-minutes-8
http://www.townofmilton.org/airplane-noise-advisory-committee/minutes/anac-meeting-minutes-7
http://www.townofmilton.org/airplane-noise-advisory-committee/minutes/anac-meeting-minutes-0
http://www.townofmilton.org/airplane-noise-advisory-committee/minutes/anac-meeting-minutes-1
http://www.townofmilton.org/node/61/minutes


1st 3 months of 
complaints by 

year
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graphic by Andy Schmidt shows the number of complaints for the first 3 months of the year for years 2013 thru 2017.  The dramatic increase likely is due to the disproportional increase in flights over Milton and the committee’s and grass roots group efforts to spread the word on the importance of filing complaints.



Final approachGraphic By A Schmidt

Projected # of 
complaints for 2017 
about 10,000 fewer 
than the # of 
expected fly overs in 
2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graphic, also by Andy, gives a projection for the number of total complaints by year’s end.  



This is a Persistent Guy.
He knows the work to 

fight the goliath 
plane problems is a 
marathon.

Let’s Be like this Guy.
THANK YOU

Review:
• Background, power, purpose of the MCAC 
• Recent MCAC activity that shows progress
• Review of flight paths over Milton
• Our perfect storm
• Temporary closure of runway 4r
• Airplane Noise Advisory Committee
• Record number of complaints
A special thanks to 
• All residents who register complaints to Massport and their elected officials
• The Board of Selectmen and the Town Administration
• State and federal elected officials who are supporting every step of my MCAC 

work – I APPRECIATE IT VERY MUCH!
Senator Warren and staff State Senator Timilty and staff
Senator Markey and staff State Representative Driscoll and staff
Congressman Lynch and staff State Representative Cullinane and staff
Congressman Capuano and staff

Cindy L. Christiansen; for questions & info on MCAC health initiatives, MOU RNAV studies, Logan CAC, cLcMilton@gmail.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To review, tonight I described the background, power, and purpose of the Massport CAC.I told you about recent MCAC activity, the 4 motions, that give me some hope that the MCAC will effectively use its power and purposed for regional improvements in aviation noise and pollutionI reviewed the flight paths over Milton and described some key components of what I called the ‘perfect storm’ that causes an overuse of runways with flightpaths over Milton.  I mentioned the temporarily closure of runway 4R staring May 15, gave a brief introduction to Milton's’ airplane advisory committee and showed you graphics of the dramatic increase in noise complaints made by Milton residents.Before ending, I want to give special thanks to residents who register complaints at MP and who call their elected officials.  Please continue to complain about this abuse; we need to hear your voices.I also want to thank the board of selectmen and town administration.And finally, an extra special thank you to our state and federal elected officials who are supporting every step of my MCAC work – it makes a difference and it is being notice.  They are:My email address is at the bottom of this slide in case you have questions or want to know about some of the other initiatives and MCAC studies that I don’t have time to introduce tonight.

mailto:cLcMilton@gmail.com
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